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Introduction: Pharmacokinetic (PK) modeling of dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging 
(DCE-MRI) is widely applied in tumor diagnosis and treatment evaluation. Precision analysis of the 
estimated PK parameters is essential when they are used as a measure for therapy evaluation or treatment 
planning. In this study, the accuracy of PK parameters in brain DCE-MRI studies was quantified in relation 
to two major sources of error(including pre-contrast longitudinal-relaxation time, T1,0 and flip angle, α). 
Material and Methods: 3470 dynamic contrast-enhanced-curves were simulated using a wide variation of 
the PK parameters. The bias of contrast concentration due to the systematic biases in α and T1,0 was 
calculated and added to both contrast concentration and AIF profiles. Thereafter, the PK parameters were 
estimated for each simulated curve in the presence of different percentages of relative biases in α and T1,0. 
The mean percentage error (MPE) of PK parameters was then calculated for all simulated curves. 
Results: The results indicated that plasma volume(vp) was the most sensitive parameter to bias of contrast 
concentration, which may overestimate up to 700% in 10% coincidence relative bias in α and T1,0. The 
lowest MPE was related to the backward transfer constant (kep), which was ~2%-15% in 10% coincidence 
relative bias in each α and T1, 0. 
Conclusion: Utilization of a nested model selection technique, along with an accurate estimator, such as 
maximum-likelihood estimation, created a unique approach for investigating the effect of the bias in the 
concentration measurement to the estimated PK parameters without the addition of any extra biases to the 
parameters during the estimation.  
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Introduction 
Pharmacokinetic (PK) modeling of dynamic 

contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-
MRI) is widely applied in tumor diagnosis and 
treatment evaluation [1-3]. Precision analysis of the 
estimated PK parameters is considered essential to 
DCE-MRI studies, especially when PK parameters are 
used as a measure for therapy evaluation or treatment 
planning [1, 4]. There are different sources of bias in 
contrast agent (CA) concentration that can contribute 
to bias in the estimates of PK parameters. The major 
sources of biases in the measured CA concentration 
using  spoiled gradient-echo (SPGR) pulse sequence 
include biases in intrinsic tissue properties (pre-
contrast longitudinal and transverse relaxation time, 
T1,0, T2,0*, and longitudinal and transverse contrast 
relaxivities, r1, r2) and imaging sequence parameters, 
such as flip angle, α, Echo Time, TE, and Repetition 
Time, TR [5-7]. Bias in CA concentration significantly 
incorporates the pharmacokinetic models and 
consequently contribute to estimated PK parameters 
[7, 8]. Moreover, the accurate quantification of the 

arterial input function (AIF) is also a critical step in 
the estimation of PK parameters and exerts a 
significant effect on this bias [9, 10]. The different 
systematic biases in  CA concentration obtained in T1-
weighted DCE-MRI has been investigated by a few 
researchers [7, 8, 11-13] and biases in measured 
concentration were reported to be highly dependent 
on the sequence parameters. A recently published 
literature by Schabel and Parker [11] derived a closed-
form expression for concentration measurement bias 
since it depends on bias of flip angle (α), pre-contrast 
longitudinal and transverse relaxation time (T1,0 and 
T2,0*, respectively), as well as longitudinal and 
transverse contrast relaxivities (r1 and r2, 
respectively). The reported equations signified that 
the misspecification in T1,0 and α produce dominant 
biases in CA concentration over the most range of the 
assured concentration. However, a few studies have 
investigated the precision of the estimated PK 
parameters [7, 8, 11, 12], and to the best of our 
knowledge, there is no study on the direct 
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quantification of such uncertainties in the accuracy of 
the estimated PK parameters.  

Selection of a correct model to describe the tissue 
concentration, as well as a minimum variance 
unbiased estimator to estimate the PK parameters is 
crucial in the pharmacokinetic analysis of DCE-MRI. 
Naeyer et al. [12] previously reported that the 
uncertainty of PK parameters can be reduced up to 
30% when estimated by maximum likelihood 
estimation (MLE) technique, instead of least square 
error technique.  

Accordingly, the extended Toft-model combined 
with model selection (MS) technique [5, 14] and MLE 
[15], were utilized in the current study to investigate 
the propagation of two major sources of systematic 
uncertainties in the CA concentration to the estimated 
PK parameters in brain DCE-MRI studies.  

 

Materials and Methods 
Simulation of Contrast Agent Concentration Profiles 

Extended Toft-Model is the most popular 
pharmacokinetic model widely used in the 
pharmacokinetic analysis of DCE-MRI studies. In this 
regard, a set of CA concentration profiles was simulated 
using the extended Tofts equation with a wide variation 
of PK parameters (Table 1) to evaluate the sensitivity of 
CA concentration profiles to the biases in pre-contrast 
T1 (T1,0), and flip angle. According to MS concept [5, 
14], three physiologically nested models extracted from 
extended Tofts-equation were constructed: Model 1 for 
tissues with no vascular leakage (normal tissue) 
(Equation 1), Model 2 for tissues with leakage without 
efflux (Equation 2), and Model 3 for tissues with 
leakage and bidirectional exchange (influx and efflux) 
(Equation 3) [5]. A population-averaged AIF was used 
to simulate the CA concentration profiles. 

Model 1:     C(t)=vp. AIF(t)                                          (1) 

Model 2:    C(t)=Ktrans ∫ AIF(τ).dτ
t

0
+vp. AIF(t)            (2) 

Model 3:  C(t)=Ktrans ∫ AIF(τ).e-kep(t-τ)dτ
t

0
+vp. AIF(t) (3) 

 
In Equations 1, 2, and 3, C(t) denotes the tissue CA 

concentration profiles. The vp is blood plasma volume, 
Ktrans and kep are forward and backward transverse 
constants, and AIF is plasma CA concentration. Using 
Equation 1, 10 CA concentration profiles were 
simulated and considered as the Model 1 profiles by 
varying vp from 0.5% to 9.5%.  Using Equations 2, 310 
CA concentration profiles were simulated and 
considered as the Model 2 profiles by varying vp from 

0.5% to 9.5% and Ktrans from 0.01 to 0.76 min-1. Using 
Equation 3, the three PK parameters varied from 0.5% 
to 9.5%, 0.01 to 0.51 min-1, and 0.035 to 0.735 min-1 for 
vp, Ktrans, and kep, respectively. Given the variation of the 
PK parameters mentioned above, 3150 CA 
concentration profiles were simulated and considered as 
the Model 3 profiles. The increments of the PK 
parameters in different models were 1%(vp for all 3 
models), 0.025 min-1 (Ktrans for model 2 and 3) and 
0.001 min-1 (kep for model 3) [16]. 
Calculation of Contrast Agent Concentration Bias 

In DCE-MRI and SPGR imaging protocol, the signal 
intensity (S) is constructed in effect of the following 
parameters (Eq. 4) [11]: 

𝑆(𝑇1. 𝑇2
∗) = 𝑀0

sin 𝛼(1 − 𝑒
−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1

⁄
)𝑒

−
𝑇𝐸

𝑇2
∗⁄

1 − 𝑒
−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1

⁄
cos (𝛼)

                 (4) 

 
Where, α is flip angle, TR is repetition time, TE is 

echo time, M0 is equilibrium magnetization, T1 is 
longitudinal relaxation time, and T2

* is transverse 
relaxation time. The relative enhancement value of the 
MR intensity signal after CA injection can be calculated 
using the following equation (Equation 5) [11]: 

𝜇 =
𝑆(𝑇1. 𝑇2

∗) − 𝑆(𝑇1.0. 𝑇2.0
∗ )

𝑆(𝑇1.0. 𝑇2.0
∗ )

                                            (5) 

 
Where, T1,0 and T2,0* denotes pre-contrast 

longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, 
respectively. An analytical formalism can be defined for 
CA concentration using the above equation and 
assuming a linear approximate relationship between 
contrast concentration and longitudinal relaxation rate 
(R1,0=1/T1,0) [11, 17]: 

𝐶 ≈
1

𝑟1

𝑅1.0𝜇                                                                          (6) 

 
The acquisition parameters for imaging, such as TR 

and TE can be adjusted in a reasonable accuracy. The 
tuned flip angle (α) during the imaging sequence may 
vary significantly from its nominal value, especially at a 
higher magnetic field strength. In addition, the precision 
of pre-contrast longitudinal time (T1,0) measuring is 
limited during the imaging sequence due to 
environmental inhomogeneity, partial volume effect, 
and flow effects. Accordingly, it is mandatory to 
investigate the effect of misspecification in these two 
parameters (α and T1,0) on the bias of the CA 
concentration measurement. 

 
 
Table 1. Variation of Pharmacokinetic parameters for simulating Model 1, 2 and 3 profiles 
 

 vp Ktrans kep 

Model 1 0.5%-9.5% - - 

Model 2 0.5%- 9.5% 0.01 to 0.76 min-1 - 

Model 3 0.5%-9.5% 0.01 to 0.51 min-1 0.035 to 0.735 min-1 
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Table 2. Intrinsic tissue properties for water, plasma and blood part of the brain in 3T 
 

Tissue r1  (mmol-1 s-1) r2  (mmol-1 s-1) T1,0   (ms) T2,0
* (ms) 

Water 3.1 3.7 5000 3125 

Plasma 3.7 5.2 2272 344 

Blood 3.9 6.9 1900 320 

 
The uncertainty associated with the measured CA 

concentration due to the systematic biases in flip angle 
(α) and pre-contrast longitudinal time (T1,0) was 
calculated according to the previously published 
formalism of Schabel and Parker [11] with the following 
DCE-MRI parameters: filed strength of 3T, temporal 
resolution of 5.035 sec, and flip angle= 20°, TE/TR 
~0.84/5.8 ms. The sensitivity of the CA concentration to 
the flip angle (α) can be calculated according to 
Equation 7 [11]: 
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝛼
= −

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝐸1 − 1)(𝐸1 − 𝐸1.0)

𝛽(𝐸1.0𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)
                                  (7) 

 
In Equation 7; E1, E1,0 and β are introduced as the 

following expressions [11]: 

𝐸1.0 = exp (−
𝑇𝑅

𝑇1.0

)                                                            (8) 

𝐸1 = exp(−𝑇𝑅𝑅1)                                                              (9) 
𝛽 = 𝑟1𝑇𝑅𝐸1(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1) + 𝑟2

∗𝑇𝐸(𝐸1 − 1)(𝐸1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)     (10) 
Where, R1(=1/T1) is the longitudinal relaxation rate, 

and r1 and r2
* are longitudinal and transverse contrast 

relaxivities. The intrinsic tissue properties, (T1,0, r1, and 
r2

*), for different brain tissues (e.g., blood, plasma, and 
water) in filed strength of 3T were determined according 
to the literature [18, 19] as depicted in Table 2. The 
sensitivity of the CA concentration to the pre-contrast 
longitudinal time (T1,0) was calculated using the 
following equations [8, 11]: 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑇10

= −
𝑇𝑅(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)

𝛽(𝐸1.0 − 1)(𝐸1.0𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)
× 

(𝐸1(𝐸1.0 − 1)(𝐸10𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)
𝜕𝑅1

𝜕𝑇10

+
𝐸1.0(𝐸1 − 1)(𝐸1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 1)

𝑇10
2 )     (11) 

 
A wide range of relative biases from -20% 

underestimate to +20% overestimate was considered for 
each flip angle and T1,0, and the sensitivity of the CA 
concentration was assessed for this range of biases. The 
previous literature [20] indicated that T1,0 is not 
significantly dependent on flip angle; therefore, these 
two parameters were investigated independently in the 
present study. An accurate assessment can be achieved 
if only all the major sources of error are taken into 
account in the evaluation. The bias in α and T1,0 generate 
uncertainty in AIF signal since AIF profile is generally 
selected from the measured CA concentration. 
Therefore, the propagated AIF error was also considered 
in all steps of the evaluations and the calculated bias of 
CA concentration was added to both AIF and simulated 
CA concentrations profiles. 

Precision Analysis of the Estimated Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters 

To investigate the propagation of the bias in CA 
concentration to estimated PK parameters, the PK 
parameters were estimated for each simulated CA 
concentration profile in the presence of different 
percentage relative biases in flip angle and T1,0. The 
calculated bias of concentration arises from the biases in 
flip angle and T1,0 were added to all simulated profiles 
and AIF signal (Equations 12-15) [8, 11]: 

𝛿𝐶𝛼 =
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝛼
𝛿𝛼          .        𝛿𝐴𝐼𝐹𝛼 =

𝜕𝐴𝐼𝐹

𝜕𝛼
𝛿𝛼                 (12) 

𝛿𝐶𝑇10
=

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑇10

𝛿𝑇10   .        𝛿𝐴𝐼𝐹𝑇10
=

𝜕𝐴𝐼𝐹

𝜕𝑇10

𝛿𝑇10        (13) 

𝐶(𝑡)′ = 𝐶(𝑡) + 𝛿𝐶𝛼 + 𝛿𝐶𝑇10
                                         (14) 

𝐴𝐼𝐹(𝑡)′ = 𝐴𝐼𝐹(𝑡) + 𝛿𝐴𝐼𝐹𝛼 + 𝛿𝐴𝐼𝐹𝑇10
                       (15) 

 
In the next step, the PK parameters for the newly 

constructed signals were estimated. Thereafter, the mean 
percentage error (MPE) of the estimated PK parameters 
was calculated for all simulated CA concentrations 
profiles. 

In this analysis, a recently developed algorithm 
based on MLE [15, 16] was utilized to estimate the PK 
parameters. The basic concept of MLE theory is to find 

the estimate of parameters (θML) that maximizes the 
probability of the observed data [21]. In order to 
estimate the PK parameters, three nested models derived 
from the extended Tofts equation described in Eq 1-3 

were considered and θML was introduced as [vp], [vp, 
Ktrans] and [vp, Ktrans and kep] for Model 1, 2 and 3 
respectively.  

 

Results 
Figure 1 exhibits three examples of the simulated time-

CA concentrations curves for Model 1 (blue curve), 2 

(green curve), and 3 (red curve). To cover a reasonable 

variety of misspecifications, a wide range of relative bias (-

20% to +20%) was considered for flip angle, the bias of 

CA concentration was then calculated and quantified for 

each relative bias. The calculated bias of CA concentration 

of Model 1, 2 and 3 versus different concentration values 

are depicted in figure 2-A to 2-C, 2-D to 2-F and 2-G to 2-I 

corresponding to water, plasma and blood part of the brain, 

respectively. As demonstrated in these plots, a positive bias 

in flip angle produces a negative bias in CA concentration 

for three models. The obtained results for three tissues 

indicate that propagated bias in CA concentration for 

Model 1, 2 and 3 are relatively in the same range; however, 

higher values of the CA concentrations are more sensitive 

to the bias of flip angle.  
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Figure 1. Three examples of the simulated signal profiles for Model 1 (blue curve), 2 (green curve), and 3 (red curve) 

 

 
 
Figure 2. This figure displays the bias of the CA concentration of three simulated models, in comparison with different concentration values at 

different relative bias of flip angle (α). A) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in water part of the brain, B) the bias of model 2 CA concentration 

in water part of the brain, C) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in water part of the brain, D) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in plasma 
part of the brain, E) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in plasma part of the brain, F) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in plasma part of the 

brain, G) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in blood part of the brain, H) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in blood part of the brain, I) the 

bias of model 3 CA concentration in blood part of the brain. 

 

Among the three models, the concentration profiles 

of Model 2 include higher CA concentration values; 

therefore, the highest calculated bias in CA 

concentration can be found in the second raw of the 

figure (e.g., 20% overestimation in flip angle may 

induce a bias of ~87 s-1 in measured concentration with 

a value about 60 s-1). 

Figure 3 has three sub-plots that depict the mean 

relative bias percentage of CA concentration for three 

different brain tissues (i.e., water, plasma, and blood), 

compared to different relative biases of flip angle. As it 

can be observed, misspecification in flip angle is more 

affected on Model 2 CA concentration (~±22% to 

±28%), as compared to Model 1 (~±1.2%) or Model 3 

(~ ±4.2% to ~±6%) in all studied brain tissues. 

Moreover, the measured concentration in water tissue is 

demonstrated to be more affected, in comparison to 

plasma and blood tissues, especially for Model 2 and 3. 

Figure 4-A to 4-I depicts how the CA concentration 

values for three brain tissues are biased by the T1,0 

variations. The contribution from T1,0 variation is plotted 

for water plasma, and blood tissues in the first, second, 

and third column, respectively. In low concentration 

values, the propagated bias in measured concentration is 

almost a linear function of concentration values. 
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Figure 3. Mean relative bias percentage of CA concentration for three simulated models (model 1, 2, and 3) in different relative bias of flip angle 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. This figure illustrates the bias of the CA concentration of three simulated models, as compared to different concentration values at 

different relative bias of T1,0. A) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in water part of the brain, B) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in water 
part of the brain, C) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in water part of the brain, D) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in plasma part of the 

brain, E) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in plasma part of the brain, F) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in plasma part of the brain, G) 

the bias of model 1 CA concentration in blood part of the brain, H) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in blood part of the brain, I) the bias of 
Model 3 CA concentration in blood part of the brain 
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Figure 5. Mean relative bias percentage of CA concentration for three simulated models (Model 1, 2 and 3) in different relative bias of T1,0 

 

 

 
Figure 6. This figure depicts the Mean Percentage Error (MPE) of the estimated PK parameters in different relative bias of flip angle for three brain 
tissues (Water, Plasma and Blood) 
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Figure 7. This figure shows the MPE of the estimated PK parameters in different relative bias of T1,0 for three brain tissues (Water, Plasma and 

Blood) 

 
 

 
Figure 8. This figure illustrates the bias of the CA concentration of three simulated models contrary to different concentration values at different 
coincidence relative bias of flip angle and T1,0. A) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in water part of the brain, B) the bias of model 2 CA 

concentration in water part of the brain, C) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in water part of the brain, D) the bias of model 1 CA concentration 

in plasma part of the brain, E) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in plasma part of the brain, F) the bias of model 3 CA concentration in plasma 

part of the brain, G) the bias of model 1 CA concentration in blood part of the brain, H) the bias of model 2 CA concentration in blood part of the 

brain, I) the bias of Model 3 CA concentration in blood part of the brain 
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Figure 9. Mean relative bias percentage of CA concentration for three simulated models (Model 1, 2 and 3) in different coincidence relative bias of 

flip angle and T1,0 

 

 
 
Figure 10. This figure demonstrates the MPE of the estimated PK parameters in different coincidence relative bias of flip angle and T1,0 for three 

brain tissues (Water, Plasma and Blood) 
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Figure 5 illustrates the mean relative bias percentage 

of the CA concentration, in comparison to different 

relative biases of T1,0. As depicted in Figure 5, the 

relative bias of concentration in water is higher (~1.5 to 

~2 times), as compared to plasma and blood parts of the 

brain in all studied bias range of T1,0. Figures 2-5 

display that the effect of flip angle bias on the CA 

concentration uncertainty (except for Model 1) is more 

important than the effect of the same relative biases in  

T1,0. 

The mean percentage error (MPE) of each estimated 

PK parameter was computed for analyzing the precision 

of the pharmacokinetic parameters, when predicted from 

the biased CA concentration and AIF profiles. Figure 6 

shows that blood plasma volume (vp) is the most 

sensitive parameter to flip angle variations, especially vp 

in Model 2 that may overestimate more than 800% in 

+20% relative bias in α. Forward transfer constant 

(Ktrans) of Model 2 was found as another sensitive 

parameter to the bias of α, which may under or 

overestimate up to ~-25% and ~+40% in -20% and 

+20% relative bias of flip angle, respectively. The 

backward transfer constant (kep) and Ktrans of Model 3 

show very weak dependency on underestimation in flip 

angle, while for positive bias of flip angle, Ktrans3 may 

overestimate up to 13% in plasma and blood or 25% in 

water and kep may overestimate up to 19% in blood and 

plasma, or 46% in water tissue. Figure 7 demonstrates 

that the most sensitive PK parameter to the bias of T1,0 

is vp, especially vp of Model 1 that may overestimate up 

80%. In addition, Ktrans of Model 2 has lowest sensitivity 

to variation of T1,0 and its MPE is less than ±1% in all 

investigated range of T1,0 relative bias. A positive bias in 

T1,0 causes overestimation in PK parameters, whereas a 

negative bias in T1,0 leads to underestimation in PK 

parameters. However, Ktrans of Model 2 demonstrates 

inverse behavior. 

Furthermore, the effect of coincidence bias in flip 

angle and T1,0 on the CA concentration bias was 

assessed since under or overestimation may 

simultaneously occur in flip angle and pre-contrast 

longitudinal relaxation time in real imaging conditions. 

The results of this evaluation is presented in Figures 8-

10. Figure 9 clearly indicates that simultaneous 

incorporation of flip angle and T1,0 bias may induce a 

large uncertainty in CA concentration profiles and 

consequently causes a significant bias in estimated PK 

parameters (Figure 10). As depicted in figure-10, the 

estimated PK parameters are more biased in water 

tissue, as compared to plasma or blood. Additionally, 

the overestimation in α and T1,0 is revealed to make 

higher and more remarkable MPE in kinetic parameters. 

For instance, for 20% relative bias in each α and T1,0, 

mean percentage error of computed parameters in three 

tissues are as following: MPE of vp1 is within the range 

of 80%-100%, MPE of vp2 is about 1100%-1300%, 

MPE of vp3 is around 30%-42%, MPE of Ktrans2 is > 45% 

and < 55%, MPE of Ktrans3 is almost 40%-55%, and 

MPE of kep is within the range of 80%-120%. 

 

Discussion 
The tissue physiological parameters (including PK 

parameters) can provide valuable information regarding 
the tissue that can be applied in disease diagnosis and 
treatment process [1, 3, 4, 22-24]. In this respect, the 
accurate estimation of PK parameters derived from 
noninvasive imaging techniques, such as DCE-MRI is 
very beneficial to clinical diagnosis and treatment. To 
the best of our knowledge, a few studies investigated the 
effect of the bias in intrinsic tissue properties and 
imaging sequence parameters on the uncertainty of the 
time-CA concentration curves [8, 11, 12]. On the same 
note, little effort has been made to reduce these 
uncertainties by optimization of imaging acquisition 
process [6, 20, 25, 26]. Presumably, there exists no 
substantial study on the investigation and quantification 
of the effect of major sources of bias, such as 
inconsistency in flip angle (α) and pre-contrast 
longitudinal relaxation time (T1,0) on the precision of the 
PK parameters considering the model selection concept. 

The current study aimed at assessing the effect of 
bias in intrinsic properties of tissue, such as pre-contrast 
longitudinal relaxation time (T1,0) and imaging sequence 
parameters, such as flip angle (α) on the error of 
estimated kinetic parameters in brain DCE-MRI studies. 
The obtained results clearly indicated that bias in α and 
T1,0 generates uncertainty in measured CA 
concentration. Pharmacokinetic analysis of DCE-MRI 
studies is usually performed based on a pharmacokinetic 
model and the time-CA concentration signals; therefore, 
bias in time CA concentration profiles propagates to 
estimated PK parameters [7, 8, 11, 12]. The achieved 
results confirmed that Model 2 CA concentration 
uncertainty is more sensitive to flip angle bias, as 
compared to other two models, while Model 1 and 3 CA 
concentration uncertainty is more sensitive to T1,0 bias 
and is not so sensitive to flip angle variation.  

The relative bias in flip angle was reported to be 
usually about 3-10%, based on the studies which 
investigated the accurate measurement of flip angle and 
the difference between the real value from its nominal 
value [25, 26]. The error in fast measurement of T1,0 was 
reported as 2-8%, depending on the measurement 
technique [20, 25, 27]. For this measured range of bias 
in DCE-MRI studies (~±10% relative bias in α and T1,0), 
the obtained results are as following: the maximum 
mean relative bias of Model 1 CA concentration in 
different brain tissues is 0.5% and 40-50% in effect of 
flip angle and T1,0 bias, respectively. In addition, the 
maximum mean relative bias of Model 2 CA 
concentration, is about 10-12% and 4-5% in this range 
of relative bias of α and T1,0 respectively. Furthermore, 
Figures 5 and 7 demonstrate the maximum percentage 
mean relative bias of Model 3 CA concentration as 3-
4% and 2-10% for -10% to +10% relative bias in α and 
T1,0, respectively.  
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Moreover, the results indicated that the major 
influence of T1,0 and flip angle bias is on the blood 
plasma volume (vp). In the reported range of bias in α (-
10% to +10%), the mean percentage error (MPE) of vp1 
was about 5-7% in blood and plasma; however, it was 
reported to be slightly higher in water section of the 
brain. The MPE of vp2 in this range of flip angle bias 
was about 400% in all three tissues; however, in blood 
part of the brain, the bias of this parameter was revealed 
to be a bit less, as compared to the two other tissues. 
MPE of vp3 is 20-30% in all three tissues, although it is 
higher in water, in comparison with blood and plasma. 
The behavior of the MPE for the plasma volumes in 
three models regarding T1,0 bias is totally different from 
their relation to flip angle bias. An overestimation in 
T1,0 leads to overestimation and an underestimation in 
T1,0 produces underestimation in estimated plasma 
volumes. Furthermore, bias in T1,0 generates a greater 
MPE of the vp1s (~4 to 5 times), as compared to bias in 
flip angle, whereas MPE of vp2  affected by T1,0 bias 
was much smaller (~1/12 times) than induced MPE by 
flip angle bias. 

Among the forward and backward transfer constants 
in Model 2 and 3, just the MPE of the forward transfer 
constants in Model 2 in effect of flip angle bias was 
remarkable (~10%-15%), while MPE of the forward and 
backward transfer constants in Model 3 were negligible 
(<3%). In addition, the MPE of transfer constants in 
Model 2 and 3 in effect of T1,0 bias were also 
insignificant for all three investigated tissues. 

Presence the simultaneous bias in flip angle and T1,0 
on the CA concentration profiles additively bias the PK 
parameters.  For example, for this bias range of α and 
T1,0 (-10% to +10%), coincidence bias in these two 
parameters leads to overestimate up to 50% or 
underestimate up to 700% and 20% for the palsma 
volume in Model 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Forward 
transfer constant for Model 2 may overestimate up to 
30%, whereas the mean variations of forward and 
backward transfer constants for Model 3 would be < 
20%.  

 

Conclusion 
Based on the results of the current study, α and T1,0 

deviations were revealed to result in important errors in 
plasma volume estimation of brain tissues through 
Tofts-model fitting, while the estimation of transfer 
constants could be more reliable and robust in the 
presence of deviation in flip angle or pre-contrast 
longitudinal relaxation time in brain DCE-MRI studies. 
Although the major contributor to the transfer constants 
bias is flip angle overestimation, inconsistency in tuned 
flip angle may induce significant error on transfer 
constants parameters. In this evaluation, we used an 
identified imaging sequence parameters and Signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The results can be dependent on these 
parameters; therefore, more investigations are needed to 
evaluate the dependency of the PK parameters on 
imaging sequence parameters, especially SNR of DCE-
MR images. 

Finally, it is worthy to note that utilization of a 
nested model selection technique, along with a robust 
and accurate estimator, such as MLE algorithm, created 
a unique approach of investigation.for investigating the 
effect of propagation of the bias in the CA concentration 
measurement to the estimated PK parameters without 
adding extra biases to the parameters during the 
estimation, which was absent in most of the previous 
studies.  
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